An international portfolio allows simultaneous investment in both domestic and foreign markets. It hence has the potential for improved performance by exploiting a wider range of returns, and diversification benefits, than portfolios investing in just one market. However, to obtain the most efficient portfolios (along with the usual management of assets) the risks from currency fluctuations need good management, such as by using appropriate hedging. In this paper, we present a two-stage stochastic international portfolio optimisation model to find an optimal allocation for the combination of both assets and currency hedging positions. Our optimisation model allows a "currency overlay", or a deviation of currency exposure from asset exposure, to provide flexibility in hedging against, or in speculation using, currency exposure. The transaction costs associated with both trading and hedging are also included.
Introduction
The seminal work of Markowitz [31] formulated the portfolio optimisation problem by minimising risk, the variance of the returns, at a given level of mean or expected return. It is hence one method to handle optimisation under uncertainty. A somewhat different standard method to cope with uncertainty in the input data is Stochastic programming [7] , [20] , which can also be applied to an optimisation problems. Specifically, rather than representing input as a point (single) estimation, many possible estimations are represented, with each choice being called a scenario. Commonly, a discrete empirical probability distribution is employed to approximate a list of scenarios and so the corresponding probabilities [24] . The process to transform a given probability distribution to a set of scenarios is known as scenario generation; for a good presentation of such modelling and applications see Wallace and Ziemba [46] .
Typically, scenario generation methods characterise probability distributions by the first to the fourth statistical moments; that is, mean, variance (or standard deviation), skewness and kurtosis (See Larson [28] for more details). The relationship between different (marginal) distributions is generally described by a correlation matrix (see Høyland et al. [17] and Kaut et al. [22] for examples). Although, these often suffices to capture the shape of marginal distributions, there still exist limitations in describing the relationship among distributions by such moments and correlations. In particular, correlation (specifically the correlation coefficient, or Pearson's correlation [36] ), captures the linear dependency between any two random variables, and does cannot capture non-linear dependencies, and so tends to give a misleading measurement when the measured data contain outliers or are highly-skewed. In such cases, an alternative treatment is to employ a rank correlation such as Kendall's tau [25] . to measure a non-linear relationship. Nonetheless, for the ease of implementation, distributions are conventionally assumed normally-distributed when using correlations.
In reality, returns of most financial securities are non-Gaussian; and also they present an asymmetric dependence (see, for instance, Erb et al. [13] , Longin and Solnik [30] , Ang and Bekaert [2] , Ang and Chen [3] , Campbell et al. [8] , Mitchell and Pulvino [32] and Patton [35] ) in which returns are more strongly correlated in bear markets than in flat and bull markets. Thus, scenarios generated under normality and linear dependence assumptions do not reflect realistic events, and this has the potential to substantially affect the quality of solutions obtained by optimisation making such assumptions. As a consequence, methods are needed to extract appropriate information from the (historical) data, and then appropriately model, and exploit, the asymmetric non-normal dependencies among return distributions. We will give methods based on copulas [42] , as they have become a standard method in describing a generalised relationship among return distributions while retaining a good level of usability. In particular, copulas have been used in scenario generation for stochastic programming in recent years, for example, in the works of Kaut [21] , Kaut and Wallace [24] and Sutiene and Pranevicius [44] .
Sklar [42] describes a copula as a function that links a multidimensional distribution to its margins. The mathematical formulations of copulas are given in Sklar [41] and Nelsen [34] . The major advantage of copulas is that they allow a separation of the marginal distributions and their dependency structures and hence these components can be modelled independently. This feature offers the flexibility to combine marginal distributions from different families within copulas; unlike a standard multivariate normal distribution where all marginal distributions are assumed Gaussian and with linear dependence. With copulas, the resulting scenarios generated can hence take into account non-normality such as heavy tails and asymmetric dependencies. Such improvements have the potential to help avoid risk underestimation in standard methods such as generating scenarios from using a multivariate normal distribution. One of the contributions of this paper is an improvement of a scenario generation method. In the existing literature, [21] and [24] use empirical copulas whilst Sutiene and Pranevicius [44] employ Gaussian and Student's t multivariate copulas in generating scenarios. The limitation of such empirical copulas is that the solutions could be unreliable when they are estimated from small samples. Also, applying multivariate copulas requires a dependence structure that can be described by one copula family; this lacks flexibility when used in high-dimensional modelling. To deal with such drawbacks, we exploit vine copulas [5] to model the dependence structure. In essence, a vine copula is a collection of bivariate copulas which can be represented by a nested set of trees that fulfil a certain set of conditions [5] . Vine copulas benefit from being able to use a wide range of bivariate copula families. A dependence structure of random variables will then be estimated pair-by-pair; a process which is more flexible than being characterised by a single copula family. The resulting scenarios generated with vine copulas should therefore have the potential to better represent dependencies of financial returns.
We will then exploit the vine-copula model of the real-world data, by a proposed two-stage stochastic international portfolio optimisation problem, and that is formulated with conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) as the risk measure. The formulation of an optimisation model is novel and it is another contribution of this paper. The formulation also incorporates a currency overlay constructed with foreign exchange forwards, to allow currency exposure adjustments on a portfolio. Constraints associated to currency overlay and portfolio transactions are included in the optimisation model. Costs related to exchange rates hedging that affect risk and return of the portfolio are also taken into account.
The effects of a new scenario generation method and related constraints are empirically studied so as to investigate if the new approach produces portfolios that are more resilient to extreme events than a standard approach. More specifically, in our two-stage stochastic optimisation problem, portfolios are optimised with two types of scenarios. One from Regular-Vine-Copula-based scenarios as outlined earlier, hereafter referred to as an "RVC portfolio". Another is from a conventional method assuming that asset returns are normally distributed and relationship between asset returns is described by correlation; generally, a sampling is performed on a MultiVariate Normal distribution; portfolios optimised with these scenarios are henceforth referred to as an "MVN portfolio". Experiments are conducted accordingly to evaluate portfolio performances under the two types of scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives details on the background of copulas, regular-vine copulas, currency overlay, and CVaR. Section 3 demonstrates an approach using a regular-vine copula to generate scenarios, a construction of currency overlay and a formulation of the optimisation model. Section 4 describes an algorithm used in solving the optimisation problem. Section 5 exhibits experiment results with analyses and section 6 provides a conclusion of this study
Background

Copulas
Nelsen [34] describes copulas as functions that join or "couple" multivariate distribution functions to their one-dimensional marginal distribution functions. The application in multivariate modelling was introduced by Sklar [42] , and demonstrated that a multivariate distribution can be decomposed into marginal distributions which are linked by copulas. Consequently, a given copula can produce various multivariate distributions by selecting different marginal distribution functions, and vice versa. Formally, Sklar's theorem is given by Theorem 1 (Sklar's theorem). Let F be an n-dimensional distribution function with margins F 1 , . . . , F n . Then there exists a unique copula C such that
for all x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n . If F 1 , . . . , F n are continuous, then C is unique; otherwise, C is uniquely determined on Ran(F 1 ) × · · · × Ran(F n ) which is the cartesian product of the ranges of the marginal cumulative distribution functions. Conversely, given a copula C :
A multivariate density function f can be generated by differentiating (1) using the chain rule as follows:
2.2. Pair-Copula Construction and A Regular-Vine Theoretically, it is viable to construct higher-dimensional copulas with more than two variables, however, in practice, financial securities tend to have different dependence structure for each pair. Characterising a dependence structure by a multivariate copula, assuming that all pairwise dependencies are alike, is thus inflexible and impractical. Accordingly, we will model the dependence structure by a pair-copula construction (PCC). With a wide range of bivariate copulas available, the idea of PCC is to decompose a multivariate distribution into a product of bivariate copulas and marginal distributions.
The structure of a pair-copula decomposition is can then be given by vines, a model of representing the construction steps and a dependence structure introduced by Bedford and Cook [5] (and that can also be well-represented graphically). A pair-copula construction starts with decomposing an n-dimensional joint density function f as
By the definition of conditional densities,
According to Sklar's theorem, a joint density function f can be expressed as a product of marginal density functions and their corresponding copula densities as in (2) . Combining (2) and (4) allows the conditional densities to be expressed in terms of a pair-copula density and a marginal density. For instance,
The factorisation in (5) is then a building block to higher-dimensional cases, which can be generalised to
for i, j = 1, . . . , n and v denotes an arbitrary set of x 1 , . . . , x n including x j but not x i while v − j denotes all the elements from v excluding x j . Subsequently to (6), Joe [18] shows that a conditional cumulative distribution function can be expressed in the following form:
where C x i x j |v − j is a bivariate copula distribution function to F x i x j |v − j . Applying (6) to all conditional densities in (3) gives the following decomposition:
and there can be numerous ways in which to decompose (8) . The number of decompositions increases rapidly with the dimension of random variables. It is, therefore, necessary to employ a tool such as a regular-vine (R-Vine) for organising the large number of pair-copula constructions. Other variants of vine copulas, as special cases of an R-Vine, are a canonical-vine (C-Vine) and a drawable-vine (D-Vine). More details on vine-copulas are given in Aas et al. [1] . A vine is given by a set of trees; random variables are nodes of a tree and edges between nodes represent copulas. In the first tree, all pairs are unconditioned to other variables. In the second tree, all pairs are conditioned on one other variable. In the third tree, all pairs are conditioned on two variables, and so on. The formal definition of regular-vine copulas is given in Bedford and Cooke [5] and Kurowicka and Cooke [27] as Definition 1 (R-Vine). V = (T 1 , . . . , T n−1 ) is an R-Vine on n elements if (i) T 1 is a tree with nodes N 1 = {1, . . . , n} and a set of edges denoted by E 1 .
(ii) For i = 2, . . . , n − 1, T i is a tree with nodes N i = E i−1 and an edge set E i .
(iii) For i = 2, . . . , n − 1 and {a, b} ∈ E i with a = {a 1 , a 2 } and b = {b 1 , b 2 } it must hold that #(a ∩ b) = 1 (proximity condition).
Briefly speaking, regular-vines are a graph-based tool for specifying conditional bivariate constraints. An R-Vine of n-dimensions is a nested set of n − 1 trees and n(n − 1)/2 edges such that the nodes of tree i + 1 are the edges of tree i and two nodes of tree i + 1 are connected by an edge only if they share a common node in tree i (the proximity condition).
Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR)
A selection of an appropriate risk measure is vital to portfolio optimisation problems. The Basel III regulatory framework formulates a risk measure as a percentile (generally 5 th percentile) of a loss distribution, i.e., a Value-at-Risk (VaR). It represents a maximum loss under specified probability (confidence level) over a certain time period. In order to define a Value-at-Risk and a Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR), we first need to define a loss function which represents negative returns of a portfolio, where the portfolio return is given by the summation of individual asset return ξ i weighted by an allocation w i .
Then, a probability that a loss f L (w, ξ) does not exceed a threshold α is
where p(ξ) is a joint density function of random returns and Φ(w, α) is a cumulative distribution loss function associated with w which is continuous and non-decreasing with respect to α. Formally, VaR with respect to the portfolio weights w at a confidence level β ∈ (0, 1) is given by the smallest α such that the probability of the loss f L (w, ξ) exceeding α is at most 1 − β as follows:
However, by its definition, VaR does not distinguish the extent of losses beyond a threshold. Besides, the non-convex characteristic of VaR implies that minimising VaR does not guarantee a global minimum. In addition, Rockafellar and Uryasev [38] address the drawback of VaR that it is unstable and difficult to handle numerically when dealing with non-normal distributions. All these shortcomings disallow VaR from being an appropriate risk measure for portfolio optimisation problems.
Artzner et al. [4] suggest the desirable properties of risk measures leading up to the notion of coherent risk measures. A Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) which estimates the expected loss greater than VaR satisfies all the criteria for coherence. Formally, CVaR with respect to a portfolio allocation w at a confidence level β ∈ (0, 1) is defined by
Note that the probability that f L (w, ξ) exceeding VaR accumulates to 1 − β. The relationship between VaR and CVaR is illustrated in Figure 1 . Rockafellar and Uryasev [37] introduce an auxiliary function to compute VaR and CVaR as follows:
where
tically, the true joint density p(ξ) is often unknown and needed to be estimated. A discrete approximation of p(ξ) are generally used to represent the joint density of portfolio returns. Accordingly, the corresponding approximation of F α (w, α) in (10) given scenarios s = 1, . . . , N is
The function approximating CVaR value F β (w, α) can be transformed into a linear expression by replacing f L (w, ξ s ) − l + with an artificial variable e s as
When applying CVaR in optimisation problems, it is shown in [37] that mean-CVaR and mean-variance portfolios produce the same efficient frontier if a loss function is normally distributed. However, a difference between the two approaches, can occur when the underlying distribution is non-normal and asymmetric, and so is important in this paper. 
Currency Overlay
In this section, we give a background on a currency overlay, based on our previous work in Chatsanga and Parkes [9] where more details can be found.
When a portfolio invests in several countries with different currencies, a portfolio value is determined by two factors. One is from asset prices plus dividends or other interest-rate-bearing incomes and another one is from gain or loss of exchange rates.
Investment in each country is thus portrayed as a composition of exposure in asset markets and exposure in exchange rates. Structuring a portfolio in this way provides flexibility in adjusting currency exposure arising from foreign currency positions. An alteration made on currency exposure is regarded as currency overlay which modifies the status-quo currency positions of an unhedged portfolio.
A currency overlay [45] is defined as a deviation of currency exposure from asset exposure in a portfolio. Such a deviation is created by holding foreign exchange forward contracts (FX forwards) which are widely used in managing currency exposure [14] and are available in various currency pairs. Holding each forward pair increases exposure in one currency and decreases exposure in another currency. For instance, having a position of EURUSD forward at 1% of a portfolio value increases EUR exposure by 1% and reduces USD exposure by 1%.
Since each forward contract involves only a pair of currencies, given that there are C countries to invest, then there are K = C 2 [[AJP: Note: using the "binom" works without errors ]] different forward contracts in total. The forward position denoted by f k j represents how much additional exposure is added into or taken off from each currency by the K-th forward contract. Since the exposure from a pair of currencies are equal when being valued in a portfolio's base currency, then it is strictly required that
Denoting f k = ( f k1 , . . . , f kC ) a vector of exposure from all possible forward contracts, the previous requirement implies that only two elements of f k represent the exposure in which one being equal to a negative value of another, while the rest of the elements only takes a value of zero. To avoid putting those requirements into constraints of an optimisation problem, we define a matrix F with f k j representing its elements and f k representing its rows. The matrix F is then constructed by:
where • is the Hadamard product operator, ⊗ is the Kronecker product operator, T is a K × C combinatorial matrix of {−1, 0, 1}, 1 is a C × 1 column vector of ones and q = (q 1 , . . . , q K ) is a K × 1 column vector determining the size of exposure. The combinatorial matrix T of ternary variables is constructed by first specifying T as a matrix of zeros of size K × C, then we denote a set D containing all combinatoric pairs from C 2 . In each row of T, the first member of each pair in D specifies which element to take the value of 1 and the second member of the pair specifies the element that take value of -1. The structure of an international portfolio with currency overlay is presented in Table 1 .
Suppose that a portfolio manager plans to invest in A asset classes from C countries, then the exposure of assets and currencies in a portfolio can be characterised as in Table  1 
Currency exposure Table 1 : Structure of a multi-currency portfolio with a currency overlay.
Cost of Carry of Foreign Exchange Forwards
This section gives a background on costs associated with holding forward contracts in a portfolio as given in [9] , where more details can be found. In our portfolio, a currency overlay can be created from several foreign exchange forwards. Costs associated to holding a currency overlay is thus important in determining return and risk of a portfolio. Apart from transaction costs [6] occurring from buying or selling assets, holding a forward contract also incurs a cost from interest rate differential of corresponding currencies in a forward contract which is known as a "cost of carry".
The relationship between the values of a spot rate and a forward rate is determined by a difference in interest rates earned on the respective currency pairs. The idea is that buying a forward contract is equivalent to buying an underlying asset now and paying a "carry" until the end of the contract.
According to [9] , a cost of carry from holding a foreign exchange forward contract can be computed by Cost of Carry = i buy − i sell (16) where i sell is an interest rate of a country that one wants to sell the currency off so as to buy another currency and i buy is an interest rate of a country that one desires to buy. Entering into forward contracts incurs a cost of carry which can be positive or negative depending on interest rate differential. Consider a portfolio that holds three foreign exchange forwards as given in Table 2 . A cost of carry with respect to each forward contract depends on which currency to sell or buy, corresponding interest rates, and a position taken on the portfolio. For instance, selling JPY for USD at 1% of the portfolio amounts the positive carry of 1% × 2% − 1% × 1% = 0.01% to the portfolio. Selling GBP for JPY, however, generates a negative carry of −2% × 4% + 2% × 1% = −0.06% as a result of shifting exposure from the country with high interest rate to the country with lower interest rate. The total overlay position is 8% of the portfolio bearing the positive carry of 0.13% from the three forward contracts combined. This amount of carry is added to the total return of the portfolio. Table 2 : Costs of carry associated with foreign exchange rate forward contracts. Numbers in bold indicate positions on a portfolio (in percentage). The total currency overlay position on each currency is calculated from the net forward positions on the respective currency. The cost of carry from holding each forward contract is the weighted sum of interest rates and forward positions with respect to currencies associated with the forward contract.
From Table 2 , the net cost of carry is in fact a product of interest rates and overlay positions. For an investment in any country j, a total return contributes to a portfolio is r j =ã j r a j + c j r c j + v j i j (17) where r j is a total return from investment in a country j;ã j , c j and v j are respectively asset exposure, currency exposure and an overlay position on country j; r a j , r c j and i j are respectively expected asset return, expected currency return and expected interest rate of a country j.
Since an overlay position is defined as a difference in currency and asset exposure, equation (17) can be equivalently expressed as
We define r a j − i j and r c j + i j as an adjusted return of asset and an adjusted return of currency, respectively. Equation (18) demonstrates that a portfolio total return (return from assets, currencies and costs of carry of foreign exchange forwards) is equal to a product of adjusted returns, asset exposure and currency exposure. This implies that the expression of overlay positions is not explicitly required in order to calculate total returns of a portfolio. In addition, if a portfolio holds no forward contract, the interest rate terms in equation (18) will be cancelled out, showing that the formulation in equation (18) generalises total return calculation of an international portfolio.
Similarly to asset and currency returns, interest rates are not constant over time, the volatility of interest rates is thus needed to be included in calculating portfolio risk. In accordance with return calculation of international portfolios, we apply equation (18) to adjust return time series before generating scenarios.
Methodology
Scenario Generation with Regular-Vine Copula Dependence Structure
A procedure to generate scenarios for our optimisation problem in this paper is described below. An example of generating scenarios with an R-Vine copula on three variables using the following method is demonstrated in Appendix B.
1. Modelling marginal distributions -Given empirical data in the form of time series of financial returns, we separately fit an invertible empirical distribution to each time series and estimate a marginal probability distribution function (PDF). We employ a kernel density estimation (KDE) to estimate an empirical PDF of a return time series. To approximate a probability density function f of a random variable Ξ i for i = 1, . . . , n assuming that we have m independent observations ξ i1 , . . . , ξ im on each random variable, a kernel density estimator for the estimation of the density value at point x is defined as
where K denotes a so-called kernel function, and h is a bandwidth. In our study, we select the Epanechnikov kernel as a kernel function and choose an optimal bandwidth according to Silverman's rule of thumb, [40] .
An empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of each return series can be subsequently produced from an estimated PDF as follows:
The resulting CDF is uniform on the interval [0, 1] and is an input argument to a copula function. In what follows, we denote a CDF of a random variable i by u i .
2. Estimating a regular-vine copula -To fit an R-Vine copula to a given dataset, Dissmann et al. [11] outline the procedure as follows:
(a) Selection of the R-Vine structure, i.e. selecting which unconditioned and conditioned pairs to use for the PCC.
(b) Fitting a pair-copula family to each pair selected in (a).
(c) Estimation of the corresponding parameters for each copula.
In our study, the sequential method developed by Dissmann [10] which fits an R-Vine tree-by-tree is employed to estimate the R-Vine copula. The bivariate copula families involving in the model estimation include elliptical (Gaussian and Student-t) as well as Archimedean (Clayton, Gumbel, Frank, Joe, BB1, BB6, BB7 and BB8) copulas to cover a broad range of possible dependence structures. For the Archimedean copula families, rotated versions are also included so as to cover negative dependencies. Thorough details of the bivariate copula families are provided in [19] and [34] .
In our study, an R-Vine model is estimated using the VineCopula package on R, [39] . The results of this step provide an exact combination of bivariate copulas and conditional bivariate copulas (with respect to an R-Vine structure) that is most most appropriate to the given data.
3. Sampling from a regular-vine density -We follow the R-Vine sampling method from [11] . This step starts with sampling u 1 , . . . , u n which are independent and uniform on [0, 1] then set
where F −1 j|12... j−1 (u n |ξ 1 , . . . , ξ j−1 ) for j = 1, . . . , n is the inverse of (7). (21) produces dependent ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n which is equivalent to one scenario for random variables Ξ 1 , . . . , Ξ n . To generate N scenarios, the random sampling of u 1 , . . . , u n is repeated N times.
Two-Stage Stochastic International Portfolio Optimisation Model
Notations
The notations used in formulating the optimisation model are categorised by their types and presented in separate tables. Table 3 provides the notations for parameters in the optimisation model. The values are set arbitrarily and can be adjusted to individual preferences. Table 4 shows the notations of variables related to transaction costs. The variable costs are retrieved from market data while the fixed costs are set arbitrarily. Table 5 displays auxiliary variables that facilitate calculations of the fitness function and constraints. Table 6 exhibits the associated decision variables.
Note that in Table 5 , a i j denotes final units of an asset class i in country j which differs from its corresponding exposureã i j defined earlier in Table 1 . To calculate the exposureã i j , let P A probability of a recourse node r in the second stage. 
Notation
Range Description
Fixed costs for buying an asset a i j and a forward pair q k , respectively.
Fixed costs for selling an asset a i j and a forward pair q k , respectively.
Variable costs for buying an asset a i j and a forward pair q k , respectively.
Variable costs for selling an asset a i j and a forward pair q k , respectively. P 
R
Final units of an asset a i j and a forward pair q k at a recourse node r, respectively. a csh i j , a csh,r i j
An amount of cash reserved for margin requirement of forwards (considered as an asset class denominated in base currency) in the first stage and at a recourse node r, respectively. 
B
The binary decision variables for buying an asset a i j and a forward pair q k at a recourse node r, respectively.
The binary decision variables for selling a forward pair q k at a recourse node r, respectively. z j , z r j
The binary decision variable for investing in country j in the first stage and at a recourse node r, respectively. 
The Model
Here we propose the two-stage stochastic portfolio optimisation model. The proposed model comprises two stages, the first stage makes decision to buy or sell assets and forwards based on existing information before the realisation of the uncertain asset and forward prices (equations (23) to (42)). Then when prices become realised, further decisions are made in the second stage to avoid constraints violations (equations (43) to (66)). A decision at this stage generally depends on a particular realisation (scenario) of the uncertain variables.
subject to
First Stage: Portfolio Selection 
The details of the proposed optimisation model are given as follows:
• Objective function - (22) determines an expected β-percentile CVaR of portfolio returns at the end of the second stage where α is the corresponding VaR value.
• Unit balance -the constraints (23) and (24) in the first stage and (43) and (44) in the second stage. The final position is calculated from initial units plus bought-in units deducted by sold-out units.
• Cash balance -the constraints (25) in the first stage and (45) in the second stage. Money for purchasing securities is strictly from initial cash plus cash received from selling securities.
• Currency overlay construction -the constraints (26) and (27) in the first stage and (46) and (47) in the second stage. A currency overlay is a combination of foreign exchange forwards.
• Margin requirement of forwards -the constraints (28) in the first stage and (48) in the second stage. A portfolio is required to reserve some cash to retain forward positions.
• Currency Exposure -the constraints (29) in the first stage and (49) in the second stage. The exposure on each currency is the sum of total market values of all investments (assets and forwards) denominated in that currency.
• Total currency overlay -the constraints (30) in the first stage and (50) in the second stage. A total currency overlay of a portfolio cannot exceed a predefined limit.
• Either buy or sell -the constraints (31) and (32) in the first stage and (51) and (52) in the second stage. A security is not allowed to be bought or sold at the same time in order to prevent unnecessary transaction costs.
• Bounded trading size -the constraints (33), (34) , (35) and (36) in the first stage and (53), (54), (55) and (56) in the second stage. The size of each transaction is required to be within some predefined limits.
• Bounded curency exposure -the constraints (37) in the first stage and (57) in the second stage. Exposure of each currency is bounded to some predefined limits.
• Cardinality constraint on number of currencies -the constraints (38) and (39) in the first stage and (58) and (59) in the second stage. The number of currencies a portfolio is exposed to cannot exceed K C .
• Cardinality constraint on number of forwards contracts -the constraints (40) in the first stage and (60) in the second stage. The number of forwards in the currency overlay cannot exceed K G .
• CVaR evaluation -the constraints (61), (62) and (63). CVaR is calculated as an expected loss beyond the VaR value α.
• Portfolio return target -the constraint (64). A target return of the portfolio.
Algorithm
The optimisation problem outlined earlier is a two-stage stochastic programming which is generally more challenging than a deterministic model due to an increasing search space from additional variables in the second stage. For example, it is proved in [12] that linear two-stage stochastic programming problems are #P-Hard which is generally believed to be harder than the corresponding NP-complete problems.
Cardinality constraints are also included into our optimisation model which makes the problem integer-mixed and the search space discontinuous resulting in even more challenging optimisation problem [43] . We initially attempted to solve our two-stage stochastic portfolio optimisation with the exact search method using CPLEX which fails to give any feasible solution within a time limit of three hours. We therefore employed a genetic algorithm to solve this problem.
Genetic Algorithm
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a (stochastic) search algorithms originally developed by Holland [16] . The idea is inspired by the basic principles of biological evolution and natural selection. GA imitates the evolution of living organisms, where the fittest individuals dominate over the weaker ones, by mimicking the biological mechanisms of evolution, such as selection, crossover and mutation.
In a GA, an initial population (usually) consists of several feasible solutions (individuals). Based on the fitness values, some individuals are probabilistically selected to remain unchanged to the next generation and some individuals are probabilistically selected to engage in the genetic operations to produce children (offspring) for the next generation. Cross over and mutation genetic operators take part in the process of generation production and in successive generations the fitness values are evaluated again. This process is repeated until acceptable solutions are found or a termination criterion is satisfied. Comprehensive descriptions of GA methods can be found in [15] .
Let Θ denote a population size, Γ denote the number of generations, ∆ denote a selection probability, Λ denote a crossover rate and Υ denote a mutation rate. The details of the genetic algorithm applied to solve our optimisation problem is provided in Algorithm 1, and the parameter values for GA and the optimisation model are given in Section 5.2. Evaluate the fitness values. 3: end for 4: while termination criterion is not satisfied do
5:
Elitism: select the fittest individuals in the current generation in the current generation that are guaranteed to survive to the next generation.
6:
Selection: select ∆(Θ − 1) individuals to become parents for the next generation using the Stochastic Uniform Selection Method.
7:
Crossover: pairing the selected parents to generate Λ(Θ − 1) children for the next generation other than the elite child using the Arithmetic Mean method.
8:
Mutation: (1−Λ)(Θ−1), or the rest of the next generation, are generated through mutation. The Adaptive Feasible Mutation is employed to add a randomly generated number to each gene (a decision variable) of the selected individuals. 9 : end while In our study, the genetic algorithm is implemented via GA Toolbox in MATLAB R2015b. A chromosome contains all the decision variables presented in Table 6 . We specify the selection function as the Stochastic Uniform Selection Method. The approach lays out a line in which each parent corresponds to a section of the line of length proportional to its scaled value. The algorithm moves along the line in steps of equal size. At each step, the algorithm allocates a parent from the section it lands on. The first step is a uniform random number less than the step size.
For the crossover function, children are created from the arithmetic mean of two parents. For the mutation function, since our optimisation problem is constrained, the Adaptive Feasible Mutation is selected. The idea is to randomly generates directions (positive or negative random numbers) that are adaptive with respect to the last successful or unsuccessful generation. Other GA Toolbox configurations to solve our optimisation problem are set to the default.
Due to the probabilistic development of the solutions, GA cannot guarantee optimality even when it may be reached. To verify the reliability of solutions from GA under our settings, we examine the plot of fitness values at each generation for portfolios at target returns 1.20% and 1.40%. In Figure 2 , the top panel shows the results from vine-copula-based scenarios and the bottom panel displays the results from multivariate normal scenarios. The blue hollow circles represent the average of fitness values over an entire population and the red dots indicate the best fitness values (minimum CVaRs). All the optimisations (both shown and not shown in Figure 2 ) converge within the maximum number of generations (500). The runtime spent on solving each portfolio is approximately 50 minutes (see more details in Table 9 ). For most cases, the fitness value reaches the minimum at around the 250 th generation which gives evidence of the reliability of solutions obtained from the GA when solving our optimisation problem. 
Results and Discussions
Data
In our study, the investments of interest are in four asset classes; blue-chip stock indices, government bond indices, corporate bond indices, commodity (gold) and currencies. There are in total eighteen countries with fourteen currencies (including USD as a base currency of a portfolio). Equity investment covers all countries while government bond investments are in most countries (some are omitted due to small market sizes and lack of liquidity). For corporate bonds, only those issued in EUR, GBP and USD are selected to be invested in a portfolio. The only commodity invested in the portfolio is gold which is quoted in USD. All investments in the portfolio are specified in Table C. 10.
The monthly return data are from Jan-02 to May-15. The in-sample period used for estimating scenarios covers Jan-02 to Dec-11. The out-of-sample period takes the rest of the data, from Jan-12 to May-15. Returns for government and corporate bonds are collected from MorganMarkets. Returns for currencies, stock indices and gold are collected from Bloomberg.
Parameter Settings
Key parameters for GA are set as below while the rest of GA toolbox parameters take the default values. For the optimisation model in all experiments, if not stated otherwise, the parameters are set as follows:
(a) GA parameters -The population size Θ = 500, the number of generations Γ = 500, selection probability ∆ = 10% and crossover rate Λ = 80%. 
Scenarios Generation Results
In our study, we generate scenarios from two methods, RVC and MVN. The first one assumes no parametric form on a return distribution and models asset dependence structure with an R-Vine copula. The latter assumes that asset returns are normally distributed and the dependence structure is described through linear correlation. The resulting scenarios generated from the two methods are likely to be different due to different assumptions.
We follow the Monte Carlo simulation techniques of Levy [29] in order to construct scenarios based on a multivariate normal distribution (MVN). For generating RVC scenarios, the methodology is as described in Subsection 3.1. We allow for 5 bivariate copula families including the rotated version of Clayton and Gumbel copulas in order to capture broader range of asset dependence structure. Table 7 lists all bivariate copula families used in RVC scenario construction.
Copula family
Range of parameters Range of additional parameters Table 7 : List of bivariate copula families and ranges of associated parameters. Student's t copula requires an additional parameter to specify its degree of freedom.
In order to justify if the number of scenarios specified (N r = 1, 000) can capture the necessary characteristics of assets, we follow the in-sample stability inspection methodology in Mitra et al. [33] and Kaut and Wallace [23] . We test the in-sample stability using scenario sets of size 500, 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000. For each scenario set size, we exhibit the statistics of the 22 optimised objective values (the number of portfolios on an efficient frontier as specified in Subsection 5.2). Table 8 Table 8 : In-sample stability of mean-CVaR objective value for varying sizes of the scenario set. The statistics reported of each scenario set are calculated from 22 observations. The objective value is the value of minimum CVaR of a portfolio at each return target.
It can be seen that when the number of scenarios reaches 1,000 or more, the objective values (minimum CVaRs) are relatively identical, as opposed to when the number of scenarios is 500. This is consistent with the notion of decision stability of Kaut and Wallace [23] that "good" scenarios should lead to stable decision. In our context, a stable decision is that portfolio allocation does not change when the number of scenarios varies. The results from Table 8 point out that the number of scenarios fewer than 1,000 demonstrates unstable outcomes comparing to the case of larger than 1,000 scenarios. Therefore, our earlier setting of 1,000 scenarios should convincingly provide stable portfolio decisions.
The comparison of descriptive statistics of asset returns under the scenario set of size 1,000 is given in Table D. 11. Note that returns shown in the table are produced with interest-rate-adjusted to take into account the cost-of-carry of FX forwards (see equation (18)). By comparing the minimum, mean and maximum returns of RVC and MVN scenarios to the raw data, it is noticed that assuming normal distribution on scenarios somewhat distorts original characteristics of asset returns. In constrast, in our approach where asset return distribution is not assumed and asset dependence structure is modelled by vine copula, the minimum, mean and maximum returns of raw data are relatively well preserved. The difference in generated scenarios causes different solutions for the optimisation problem.
Experimental Studies
This subsection aims to present the effects of different scenario generation methods and different types of cardinality constraints on risk-return profile of portfolios. All the experiments are run on Intel Core i7-5500U 3.0 GHz processor with 12.00 GB RAM under Windows 10 operating system.
Efficient portfolios from Different Scenario Generation Methods
This study highlights the effects of different assumptions made on generating scenarios. The first approach generating scenarios by assuming that return distributions of securities are normally distributed and the co-movement between assets is represented by correlations (or linear relationships). Another approach makes no assumption on distribution family, rather, it takes the empirical distribution from available historical data. The inter-relationship between assets is described in terms of dependence and is captured by copulas. The solutions obtained from two types of generated scenarios thus differ by the assumption on the shape of return distributions and linear or non-linear relationship between securities.
Naturally, optimal portfolios are most efficient when evaluated in their own "environment"; the one used to create them. Here we define the environment as returns generated under different underlying assumptions. For instance, return and risk of one asset can be completely different when its return distribution is assumed to be skew and fat-tailed instead of Gaussian. Hence the optimal portfolios under multivariate normal return distribution (MVN) could not be the most efficient when their risks and returns are evaluated with return scenarios generated from other methods such as regular-vine copula based scenario (RVC). This is evidently demonstrated in Figure 3 .
The efficient frontiers in Figure 3 is created by applying optimal allocations on returns produced from scenario generators. Naturally, optimal portfolios in one environment are less efficient when evaluated in other environments. This finding coincides with the work of Krokhmal et al. [26] which compare portfolios optimised under different risk measures (variance and CVaR). It is reported that CVaR optimal portfolios have higher standard deviation than that of the efficient mean-variance portfolios and the mean-variance optimal portfolios have higher CVaR than that of CVaR portfolios. Consequently, we compare optimal allocations obtained from two scenario generation methods to see if different assumptions cause deviation in optimal allocations. The left panel of Figure 4 illustrates equity allocations and the right panel shows foreign currency (non-USD) exposure of portfolios. Generally, high equity holding and foreign currency exposure constitute risky portfolios. It is observed that optimal portfolios from MVN scenarios hold more equities than those optimised under RVC scenarios. For exposure on foreign currencies, although optimal portfolios from RVC scenarios more expose to foreign currencies at low-range returns, the MVN portfolios demonstrate a steep increase in foreign currency exposure when the target return is over 1% monthly approximately. Foreign currency exposure is basically an aggregation of investments in foreign assets and forward positions. To investigate further on the source of foreign currency exposure, We plot the total currency overlays in Figure 5 . It is shown that optimal portfolios from multivariate normal assumptions hold more forward contracts to adjust their currency exposures than optimal portfolios from copula-based scenarios for almost all return targets. The findings in Figures 4 and 5 conclude that portfolios optimised assuming asset returns are normally distributed tend to hold more risky investments than optimal portfolios from copula-based scenarios.
However, it should be noted that proportion of risky investments in optimal allocations cannot predict anything about portfolio performances. The reason that optimal portfolios in normal-distribution assumption hold more equities and foreign currencies could be that risks from extreme events which cannot be captured by normal distribution are overlooked and thus the exact risks could be underestimated. The proportion of risky investments is hence higher than the case that uncertainty is more-concerned. To evaluate optimal portfolios from different scenario generation methods, we perform an out-of-sample test in Section 5.4.3.
Effects of Cardinality Constraints on Risk and Return of Portfolios
The study limits the range of currencies and the number of foreign exchange forwards to be invested in a portfolio. Although investing in multiple countries offers diversification on asset and currency exposures, investing in a small set of countries could save operational and transaction costs. Limiting the number of currencies and forwards associated in a portfolio can be implemented through cardinality constraints. In our optimisation model, the number of currencies and foreign exchange forwards in a portfolio are determined by K C and K G . In this study, portfolios are optimised using RVC scenarios.
K C indicates the number of currencies in a portfolio. Since the base currency of the portfolio is USD which is also the funding currency of forward positions, the smallest number of currencies in the portfolio is therefore two, i.e., USD and another currency. K G limits the number of foreign exchange forwards constituted in a currency overlay. Because there must be at least two or more currencies in an international portfolio, the smallest number of forwards in the portfolio is one. The plot of efficient frontiers at different levels of K C and K G are given in Figures 6, 7 and 8 .
The unrestricted case allows that a portfolio can invest in all currencies (K C = 14) and that a currency overlay can be created from all forward pairs possible K G = 14 2 = 91. Restricting the number of currencies that a portfolio can invest or limiting the number of forward contracts in a currency overlay make portfolios less efficient. Efficient frontiers of portfolios with cardinality constraints are truncated, some return targets are not achievable due to fewer choices of investments.
The empirical results show that imposing limits on K C causes more deviation than on K G . The reason is that limiting K C affects both investment decisions in assets and currencies while limiting K G affects only choices in adjusting currency exposure. Focusing on the case that K G is restricted (Figure 7) , the deviation between efficient frontiers are widened with the return targets. This is possibly due to limited choices to hedge foreign currency exposure. Basically, portfolios seek higher returns by investing in risky assets, e.g., emerging markets whose their currency returns are volatile. Hedging such exposure to local currency is an option to lower risk to portfolio but with the constraints imposed, the capacity of currency hedging is confined and hence the portfolio risk is not efficiently reduced in such cases. Comparison of portfolios without cardinality constraints and those with both the cardinality constraints on the number of currencies (K C ) and the number of forwards (K G ). K C = 7 and K G = 7 restrict that portfolios can invest in 7 currencies and adjust currency exposures using 7 forward pairs. K C = 2 and K G = 1 limit further that portfolios can invest in only 7 currencies and adjust currency exposures with only single forward pair. Although transaction costs can be reduced, tighter restriction on the number of countries and the number of forwards results in even less efficient portfolios.
Imposing both restrictions on K C and K G (Figure 8 ) at the same time greatly impacts risk and return of portfolios. The case that portfolios can only invest in two currencies and do a currency overlay with a single forward contract (K C = 2 and K G = 1) significantly limits the return ranges and flattens the efficient frontiers (implying that taking much more risk to increase the target returns).
In terms of computational time, we report an average runtime (minutes) in running each optimal portfolio in Table 9 . Note that the sample sizes of the average runtimes are varied. The number of optimal portfolios are fewer when cardinality constraints become tighter. The cardinality constraints also result in a search space reduction which lower the solving time taken accordingly.
Cardinality Constraints Sample Size Average Runtime (mins)
38.7 Table 9 : The average runtime (minutes) taken in solving the optimisation problem at a given level of return under different cardinality constraints configurations. K C = 14 and K G = 91 indicate no restriction on the number of currencies and no restriction on the number of foreign exchange forwards, respectively. Each portfolio is run under 1,000 scenarios.
Out-of-Sample Performance
This study presents cumulative returns of optimal portfolios from different scenario generation methods over the out-of-sample period (Jan-12 to May-15). Since our data frequency is monthly, there are in total 41 observations for returns and prices of all assets, currencies and forwards. The cumulative return index is constructed to compare the cumulative return by setting an initial wealth of 100 in Jan-12 then accumulating the monthly returns until May-15.
The plot of cumulative wealths is exhibited in Figure 9 . Each curve represents the cumulative wealth of each optimal portfolio. The top curves are from the portfolios with high expected returns showing highly volatile paths but ending with high final wealths. The bottom curves are from the portfolios with low return targets which demonstrate more stable wealths along the period with decent wealth in May-15. It is noticed that, in the first year of the test period, portfolios with low to moderate expected return experience negative wealth while the risky portfolios do not. In addition, the gaps between portfolio wealths are tight at the beginning and become widening after late 2013. This is mainly due to stock markets rally as a results of several stimulus packages from the central banks after consecutive financial crises.
To compare the performances of efficient portfolios from RVC and MVN scenarios, we present various performance evaluation measures as displayed in Figure 10 . The top-left panel of Figure 10 exhibits the final wealths by different levels of expected return target. It is shown that final wealths from two generation methods coincide with each other until when the target return is greater than 1%, the RVC portfolios then shows significantly higher final wealths. The top-right panel displays the average monthly return over the test period where the copula-based portfolios demonstrate higher average return at almost all return targets. The bottom-left panel plots the historical CVaR of portfolio returns which is calculated by averaging returns lower than the 5 th -percentile of portfolio returns in the test period. It is noticed that the CVaRs over the out-of-sample period for RVC and MVN portfolios are relatively the same for low to medium return targets. Then the CVaRs of copula-based portfolios are significantly higher when portfolios reach higher returns. The plots of mean return and historical CVaR reveal that RVC portfolios show higher CVaRs but with higher returns than MVN portfolios. To see the risk-return compensation, the ratio of average return over CVaR is calculated and illustrated in the bottom-right panel. The higher value of the ratio indicates higher average return is rewarded per unit of risk taken. It is observed that RVC portfolios clearly show better risk-return reward although having higher CVaRs in general. It is only at very low return targets that MVN portfolios have better risk-return ratio due to the much lower CVaR values in the range of low returns.
Conclusions
In this study, an optimisation model for international portfolio with currency overlay is proposed. The portfolio is integrated with a currency overlay constructed from foreign exchange forwards providing flexibility for hedging and speculating currency exposure. The portfolio structure allows asset allocation and forward positions to be optimised at the same time for portfolio optimality in terms of asset and currency exposure.
In generating scenarios for the associated stochastic optimisation problem, the key improvement is that we do not assume normality in the returns, and instead model realistic dependence structures of returns by using a regular-vine copula (RVC). The aim is to better capture the underlying risk and interdependence of securities held in a portfolio. The resulting portfolios optimised under scenarios generated from our method are compared to those obtained from a traditional approach, i.e., assuming that returns are multivariate normally distributed (MVN). The experiment results show that efficient RVC portfolios hold a lower proportion (compared to MVN solutions) of risky assets foreign currency when they are optimised using copula-based scenarios. In addition, the out-of-sample performances show that the RVC portfolios demonstrate higher riskreturn reward than the MVN portfolios. The difference in risk-return compensation is not significant when portfolio return targets are under 1% monthly but become ever more noticeable when the return targets are higher. This finding highlights the benefit of employing a regular-vine copula, particularly when portfolios hold substantial portion of risky assets, and which do not generally follow normality assumption.
Appendix B. Scenario Generation using R-Vine Copula 1. Modelling marginal distributions -The example of fitting marginal distributions to monthly returns of US treasury index, S&P500 index and EURUSD is shown in Figure B .11. In our scenario generation method, the empirical distribution estimates are employed to fit the return distributions. 
EURUSD (kernel density)
Figure B.11: Marginal distribution fitting of US treasury index, S&P500 index and EURUSD monthly returns over Jan-02 to Dec-11. The histograms illustrate distributions of raw data, the blue curves show the assumed normal distributions while the red curves demonstrate empirical distributions estimated by Epanechnikov kernel and optimal bandwidth. It can be noticed that extreme returns can be better captured by empirical distributions that normal distributions.
2. Estimating a regular-vine copula -The regular-vine copula specification is estimated by the sequential method of Dissmann et al. [11] as outlined in Appendix A. Let X 1 , X 2 and X 3 denote the monthly returns of US treasury index, S&P500 index and EURUSD, respectively. The estimation results from the sequential method show that the joint density decomposition is as shown in Figure B .12. Figure B.12: The regular vine copula of US government bond index, S&P500 index and EURUSD. With three variables, there exists two trees composing the vine. The yellow nodes represent the return distributions while the edges linking the nodes represents the associated copulas. The combination of nodes and edges from all trees produces the joint density function.
3. Sampling for a regular-vine density -We simulate 1,000 scenarios for returns of each asset. Figure B .13 display histograms of return distributions from raw data (left panels) and histograms of return distributions from simulated data (right panels). The simulated marginal distribution s exhibit similar means and variances to those from raw data. Figure B.14 shows the bivariate return distributions of raw data and simulated data. The joint distribution shows the interdependence between asset returns which is characterised by the copula family and copula parameters estimated earlier. Table D .11: Descriptive statistics of raw return data, MVN return data and RVC return data. All return data are interest-rate-adjusted to take into account the cost-of-carry of FX forwards in a portfolio. The statistics for raw data are calculated on 120 observations of in-sample return data. The statistics for MVN and RVC returns are calculated on 1,000 observations from generated scenarios.
Appendix D. Comparison of Generated Scenarios
